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CONCLUDING M.MMKS

Herman FESHlJAQI

Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Introduction

I t ir. not possible in thr-so Yr lu t i v n l y short cor.dudir.q remarks to do just ice
to a l l ti'-v ii';; fn'.ant science ',:•' hove heard during the past week. Indeed, the
progvrn1 covii i f toj in i ts instructions Lo : .c lias erph-'Sizeci that this f ina l presen-
t i i t ion is not t;i !. e t l v custcinn ry seraiary. l.'hjv I hdve chosen to do is to
consider how five major themes have beon illuminated in the course of th is con-
ference and, within these theces, ihe probloi.r. which need to he resolved in the
'near and for future. Some of the important results and issues which have-occupied
us during this conference v/ i l l not f i t into this pattern and consequently they
w i l l not he discussed.

Trie f ive grand topics about which tms contribution w i l l be organized are:
(1) rfJew" degrees of freedom.
(2) "Mew" fonv.s of ra t ter .
(3) "i<ew'; reaction mecnanisriS.
(4) "New" aspects of we?.k interactions inside nucle i .
(5) "New" symmetries of the nuclear Hamiltor.iari.

The word "new" is put in quotes in order to indicate that the discussion w i l l
include both new aspects of well-known examples in each category as well as new
examples which have bee"n realized recently.

1. "New" degrees of freedom

(a) Single par t ic le motion in thn mean f ie ld is the degree of freedom asso-
ciated with the great discoveries of the f i f t i e s , the shell model and the unif ied
model of Bohr and f 'ottelson. Particular attention is now beinq paid to the high
spin states such as those seen in M(L) contributions to electron scattering as
reported by Sick1), part icle-hole excitations seen par t icu lar ly in ine las t ic
scattering of hinh eneroy protons.by Gales2), and in the aligned part ic le orbits
in rapidly rotating nuclei discussed by Stevens3) and fiottclr.on1*). The properties
of these orbitels and the i r interaction \- i th liie core nuclei):; are'the interes-cinn
aspects of these studies. We have learned already from the study by electron
scattering of 1VO that the magnetic iromont, ( 'K1)), is not given as o r ig ina l l y
thought by the i.icnent of the neutron in a d£ ) orb i t . Core excitation plays a
very important role and the rosu! r h:.! wave iiinction rust bo considerably more com-
plex than the wave function given by the naive inc! 'pendent part ic le shell model,
The residual in to r a t i o n is thus of great ii iportr.nce.

ArimaLl) has pointed out in his lecture that the problem of the residual inter-
-~tion rcr.iai'is unresolved. According to Arima, i t s derivation from nucleon-

....ieon forces has not boon successfully accomplished. Calculational techniques
h--ive improved su f f i c ien t ly that one must ascribe most of the problem to the
start ing point --' the description of the nuclear forces. Of part icular importance
is the tensor force which is weaker in the Paris potential or the Conn-Julich one.



The size of the tensor force must be determined. Similar remarks con be made with
respect to the effective three body force which empirically should be weak. At
the same time, one must ensure saturation under those conditions. One should
mention the important understood result that the qua..irupo!e-quadrupole force
between like nuclcuns is much smaller than that between neutrons and protons.
Sti'll remaining is the problem of relating the p-h interactions used in the dis-
cussion of giant resonances and the p-p interaction used in the interacting shell
model.

(b) This conference saw a great emphasis on giant resonance (Bertsch6),
Bertrand7), Cardmanb), Petroviclv)). In recent years the giant quadrupole reso-
nance and the monopole have been discovered and their systenuities determined
(Bertrand7)). But a great deal remains to be done as one can see by looking at
the investigations of the properties of the giant dipole resonance since its
discovery. In particular, one wants to understand the origin of" the width of the
giant resonances, as well as the way it decays (Cardman8)). But determining the
width experimentally is not trivial. Background subtraction has been referred to,
but there is also the question of interference with other resonances. I am also
concerned with the heavy reliance on the DV.'L'.A to make the separation between mono-
pole and quadrupolo resonances. Fortunately, reaction theory can treat the back-
ground and evaluate the correction to the OV.'BA. One is struck by the extensive
use of a number of different experimental methods used to investigate these
resonances. In this connection there seems to be a large discrepancy between the
strength of the GQR as determined by electron scattering10) and by hadron inter-
actions. A second remark has to do with the use of the high energy probes- such as
the 800 KeV (psp') (Bertrand

7)) and (a,a1) studies (480 MeV) at Saturne which •
reveal clearly not only these GQR and GMR but other structures as well. These
ixzy be the lony sought for resonances of higher multipolarity. A theoretical
problrri I should mention is the extraction of the nuclear compressibility which
may turn out to be more subfe than it was first anticipated because of the
presence of a surface as well as a volume response.

These resonances way be considered as manifestations of a vector current type
interaction leading to excitation of natural parity 1 +, 2 +, etc. giant resonance
states. The excitation of giant resonances by an axial vector type interaction,
the (p,n) reaction or a charge exchange reaction more generally the so-called
G-T giant resonances (Bertrand7) and (Bertsch6) is very exciting'news. As in t'nt
case of the GMR, GOK, GQR, there could be a series of these with differing multi-
polarities. Another reaction in which the same type of axial vector matrix
element occurs is the (-, ,-r) reaction. It would be interesting to see the strength
with which these resonances are excited in this reaction and to compare them with
the (p,n) reaction, which can be thought of as a pion stripping reaction.

(c) Another example of a new degree of freedom is provided by the so-called
nuclear molecular resonances, which are of the intermediate structure type. These
have been aost visibly in the i2C + 12C and the 1?C + 1 50 systems. But there are

• strong indications that they are present, generally to a lesser degree in many
other "light heavy" ion interactions. An example was presented t<o this meeting11).
Their presence seems to be the consequence of two circumstances. First, the
presence of an angular momentum window in the entrance and exit channel, which
selects particular values of J at particular values of the energy for which the
systems can approach each other closely. They can then interact and form resonant
states. The issue is, of course, under what conditions will this occur? One
discussion suggests that this interaction needs to be on the wea.'-k side to keep the
resonances narrow and located within the angular momentum window;.. Of course, the
possible exit channels need also to be restricted to keep the wf.dth small.

(d) Experiments done with beams of what used to be called .exotic particles
(pions and kaons) have generated an inie.^st in a new class of degrees of freedom
in nuclei and in the related subject of oL.er forms of nuclear [matter. I do not
need to emphasize here the importance of the nucleon-pion interaction and for that
matter more generally of the nucleon-boson (p,w,n) interaction for nuclear physics.
Indirect confirmation of their presence inside nuclei has been nv.ade with the
observation of exchange currents with electromagnetic probes (Sick1)). However,



i t ),,;••, !>;.vn i/l-.vr in ! ' . i . r . case, in nur.-li.-on- nur.lcon scatter ing where in te res t ing
s l ruc luu 1 li.':. been found at several hundred KoV and in 1 GeV proton ''He scat ter ing
that the influence of the formation otr the A-nucleon resonance needs to be taken
into account e x p l i c i t l y . This raif.es the whole issue of the behavior of a
par t i c le rr-srmnnce such as the A inside n u c l e i , a problem v;hich has i t s counter-
parts in a wick1 range of phenomena in physics. Haw are they modified by t h e i r
nuclear environment? How can they be used to probe that environment? These
questions must be resolved before adequate quant i ta t ive treatment of the pi on-
nucleus interact ion in i t s various aspects can be achieved. Moniz12) points out
applications to the (o ,o 'n) reaction and to three body forces in nuc le i . One of
the regimes in which these questions have been addressed and answered is pion-
nucleus scattering, in an energy region which includes the free A-resonance energy
and width. The methods employed wnn i n i t i a t e d by Kissl inger and Viang in t h e i r
isobar doorway model and Inve b, i_n carr ied to the i r present f i na l form by Lonz and
Moniz and thei r co l l jbnro tors (Koch, Thois, i l i r a ta , Yazaki). The pr inc ipal idea
behind these invest ig. t io:is is th.it (.here exists co l lec t ive modes of the A-hole
type vihich overlap stron' j ly with the incident channel, a phenomenon reminiscent
of that which occurs wi th thr> par t ic le-ho le states, the pr inc ipa l components of
giant multipole restman. e states. As in that case these mocios are not exact
eigcnfunctiuis of the !:•.: n Uoaicin and therefore couple to more complex mndes, as
well a:; to <.\-: orpi ion i. •<.'.•:•:., giving r ise to a spreading wid th . These ef fects are
taken into account scni-r n i r i c a l l y in notching theory wi th experiment.

The Lcnx-Iloniz pruc^dutv should bo used in the calculat ion of three body
forces in rnir:lri which are produced by the exc i ta t ion of a A by a v i r tua l pion
emitted by cntitli-jr nuclerm. The existence of such a force has been suggested as a
way to resolve problems in the 1 Gc-V p - ''He e last ic scat ter ing.

Beside i t s d i rect it..portano.1 in the understanding of pion-nucleon sca t te r ing ,
the cj:-!"ic-ral method can ho used for the descr ipt ion of other baryon resonances in
nuc le i , such as the Y*, for :d in th is cose \.'hcn a K~ s t r i kes a nucleon.

(e) Kaons have- been used to forr< a new kind of nuclei using the nearly
( par t icu lar values of l:--c.n f ;oi/jntum) reaction (K,;t~). The nuciei

'?rr ,uclc i , usually with a neutron replaced by a A; although recent ly
v.j recn formed with the noutrun replaced by the inore massive I . Dr. '
ta lk duc issod t're vciricus resul ts and issues connected with these

.<\ evonct the i r study to provide information on the A and z nuclecn
in te rec t i cn , ir, format ion '..hich i t would he d i f f i c u l t to obtain in any other way.
Indeed one qual i ta t ive as; cct sugyestoJ by Gal and Dover is that the spin- isospin
character of the- :'*•, .".'I coupling is thought to be responsible for the existence
of ruirrc-".-,1 Z hypornuclcar states. We expect the study of hypernuclei to provide
information as v.ell en the weak in terac t ion A + n ->• 2n, which is competitive with
the siniple decav ;. -• n + i? only inside hypernuclei. Studies with the heavier
nuclei as targets w i l l t e l l us i f a co l l ec t i ve state of the A- neutron hole type
can be formed.

Of course, the properties of hypc-rnuclei are i n t r i n s i c a l l y very in te res t ing
end hi.'o been discussed by Da l i t ; : 1 3 ) . My remarks w i l l be l imi ted to the possible
use of the A in hyprmude i as a prr.be of nuclear s t ruc ture . The in terest in such
a probe stems in pert from the fact that the Pauli p r inc ip le doesn't apply, yet
the A is a baryon so Uv.t i t s in teract ion wi th nucleons is reasonably strong and
short-rciv;od. The ef fect of having o baryon in ajiy o r b i t a l , and I emphasize the
word "any", n*y the re fcro boco:-? avai lable for study. The A w i l l , f o r example,
produce ch&nnjs in thr. •.,ocro.r.CT<pic propert ies of the core from thei r value in the
absence of the .'.. Tire core radius w i l l cham;? and with i t the Coulomb energy.
The moment of iner t ia w i l l change, as well as the v ibrator frequency w, the super-
conducting gap .'., and the various clectromagn-t ic propert ies. These changes w i l l
be ref lected by the cnorny rpoetruin associated with exci tat ions of the core and
the transi t ions between these levels. The notion that many of the exci tat ions of
hypernuclei involve the exci tat ion of the cow nucleus only r.eems to be v e r i f i e d
j the recent B.'IL experiments on 1 3C, ] 1 'N , 1 5 0 . MeasuremenL of these changes as

they apply seem to be feasible for p-r.holl hypernuclei. But i t is of importance
in Uiio context to extend the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n and measurement of hypernuclei states
to heavier nuclei which exh ib i t the macroscopic propert ies described above c lea r l y .
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1 don't. S.r.ow w h e t h e r such deir-nninatirnr, will prove feasible t.'i 1 am or>«.ti'.jrcin̂ >ri
by the it cent m e a s u r e m e n t of the ga m m a ray spectrum produced L;1 u d-_-cayiny nyper-
IlUClOLIi.

(f) Certainly one of the most exciting prospects which w.2 face in nuclear
physics is the problem raised by the modern picture of hadron structure as
descried by the H.I. .T. bag and by quantum chvoiuodyn antics11*). What indeed is the
quark structure of the nucleus? What is the nature of nuclear forces at short
distances where the quark structure dominates? The M.I.T. bag involves a hadron
radius of approximately 1 fm. This implies a severe non-locality in nuclear
forces and makes such simple models as the one boson-exchanrje :v.odol suspect.
Indeed it may lead to a revival of the boundary condition model as that model
seems especially appropriate in trie context of the bag model. Such a model was
used by Low and Jaffe to successfully explain piun-pion and pion-nudeon scat-
tering. The question arises as to what happens to the bag when the nucleons are
inside the nuclei. Do tho bag surfaces dissolve and the nuclojr structure
description in terms of nucleons remain valid because of the strong quark-quark
forces favoring color- singlet dusters or doer, some remnant of tho bag surface
remain in place? Kerman raise', the question of the effective; rass of such a color
singlet cluster. Pervrber th:• I. the cfior.tivc mass of tho nucljon in a nucleus is
a manifostfition of J:e non-locality of nuclear forces. Tl.f nu'-urt. of the c:-.<.han'. e
currents U. substantially a 11.rr•.• d since one can have color as •-•.VJ 11 as c h a n y
carrying currents. Theoretical exploratory studies arv being n,-ido of the descrip-
tion of simple nuclei using the quark-uluon picture; ior o/.•.;•. 'p".i'» the uHe nucleus
as a ~[2 quark system and so on. It will be interesting to see how far one can go
with this model and what it implies.

On the other hand, one can ask for direct experimental verification of the
quark structure of nuclei. We recall that the quark structure of the- hadron was
de; ionstrated by the M1T-SLAC group by observation of the deep inelastic scattering
cf electrons, '..'c need to consider and plan for the analogous ; •:porii;ients which
will reveal the quark structure of the nucleus and how that picture changes into
the nucleon picture traditionally employed.

2. New forms of natter

New degrees of freedom imply the possibility of now forms nf nuclear or r.ore
generally h:.drenic ret tor. Mi s tori c -"J! ly one can go back to the 'Lcc-i-.'ick "ah,or:::al
nuclear :\:tt~r" for which the r.ew degree nf freedom is the a field. If the new
degree of freed;.:., is taken to be tiie pion field, the implied new: form of mutter is
produced by pion condensation which will occur at densities w'nic-n are sufficiently
large that it is energetically profitaMe to crecto pions in macroscopic nui.'jer.
If, on the other hand, the new degree of freedom is represented by the nueirk, we
are dealing with quark matter, wiiose stability ray approach thai... of ordinary
nuclear n:?.t:er for however unusual values, of the strangeness qu;..ntu~t number.

Experimental issues of importance here are (1) the productron and (2) the
detection of the production of such new forms of matter. Sci n have suggested that
the appropriate densities will be achieved by heavy ion collisims v.hero the oner_.y
is large enough to permit substantial intorionotration. Astrophysics forms .in are3
where jne i-ight look for r'ani fes tations of new forro of r:atter. For fxamplo, pion
condensates speed up the process of cooling of neutron stars by several orders of
magnitude. A third possibility is that there are indications, i o-called
"precursors,'' which can be detected at ordinary nuclear densities. Such a pre-
cursor nechenis!", has been suggested to explain the inelastic scattering of elec-
trons by 1 JC with excellent agreement obtained employing such a mechanism. One
problem is the relation of this mechanism to configuration mixing. Of course,
configuration mixing must be taken into account. But then one miust ask: Do these
two mechanisms really differ or are they differing ways of representing th- same
underlying phenomenon?

The appeal of these exotic forms of matter should not obscure the importance
of understanding the properties of our "ordinary" nuclear matter spinning \'ory
rapidly as discussed by Mottelson1*) and/or at various excitatiom energies. The



u:s under which thermodynamic concepts, those of equilibrium statistical
nics, evictions of state mentioned l>y Gyulussy15) can be applied and when

non-cqui'iibriun statistical mechanics and classical dynamics can Le used need to
be df U'rninpd. These were discussed at this conference by K. Dietrich16) and
evidence that a statistical diffusion type theory is implied by experiment has
been presented by Gobbi 1 7). The notion some quantities change slowly with the
number of interactions and others very rapidly seems to me tc be of central impor-
tance for these discussions. Heavy ion reactions seem to he the specific experi-
mental area on which such questions can be addressed. However, it is of essential
importance that the effect of the prompt (direct) reactions be carefully evaluated
in order to delineate the phenomena to which these statistical approaches can be
applied. As both Dietrich and Scott16) warned, a considerable fraction of the
reaction proceeds in this fashion. A great deal of physics remains to be done
here. Because even if we have the correct formulation the actual physical input
still remains to he delineated. Particle transfer, shape change, excitation of
giant resonances oiid so on, which of these occur and in what order? What is the
peth of the system in reaction space?

3. New reaction mechanisms

(a) The traditional concepts of direct and compound nuclear reactions need
to bo generalized. In Fig. 1 we indicate the regimes where the.-se concepts apply
and whore one rust include as well multi-step direct and pre-eq:jilibrium processes.
The required generalizations have been made in the course of whn'ch an unexpected
statistical process was delineated. This can be understood as a statistical
way of treating the multi-strp direct process when very many e>:<it channels and
intermediate states arc involved. It would be inappropriate far rue to attempt a
complete description, but since it was not reported during the .conference perhaps
a few example"", by Bn'vtti and f-'tlazza-Col 1 i of its satisfactory application would
be permissible. In Fiq. 2-4 wo show the spectrum et three different angles
generated in the 1:-:Sn(p,n) reaction. We see how the total is made up of single,
double, and three step contributions; the multi-step contributions achieving
greater importance ?.s one goes to larger angles and lower neutron energies. At
the very low neutron energies, or for that matter as the proton, energy is
decreased sufficiently, another process becomes important, that of the multi-step
compojnd. Tho^e is no time to discuss it except to say that in the limit it
becomes the faniliar statistical theory of nuclear reactions as, formulated by
Weisskopf. This problem does therefore appear to be under control. But the
physics remains! What steps are important, and how to identify them are central
questions. What experiments should be done? One immediate application, for
which the details are perhaps not that important, is the calculation of the back-
ground for the giant resonances. The calculation of Shakin and' Wang for the
giant dipole is an example. The removal of the background effects are required
before the position and width of these resonances can be accurately determined.

(h) The time dependent liartree-Fock method (TDHF) involves the approximate
solution of the time dependent many body Schroedinger equation using single
Slater determinants with the time dependent single particle wave functions to be
determined by a self-consistent method. This procedure has been used to discuss
heavy ion induced reactions. These calculations have been very instructive,
certir'nly at a qualitative level. At a quantitative level they do leave much to
be drf.ired. The quantitative relation to obscrvables is not straightforward, and
although some have begun attempts to look at the next order of approximation, it
is clearly a formidable task.

1 would like to bring to your attention another procedure .which has recently
been formulated by Levit, and applied together with Negole, Petrel and Koonin.
'v>rall that it is always possible to formally linearize equations by introducing
,c.v dependent variables. In the method of Levit, this is the i;'irst step, namely
the linearization of the many body Hamiltonian by the introduction of an auxiliary
vJass.cal field. The second step is the evaluation of the appropriate physical



qivt.til Its, whiih ran ;>1\ ay:, be expressed as matrix elements of the tiiK1-
prupaeation which in turn involves this Hamiltoniiin, by the method of stationary
phase. This procedure yields somi-cl as^i cal result'; but has I lie advantage that.
it is not porturbativo, that, it is not limited by the strength of the interaction.
Application to tho theory of fission has boon made and others ore in progress.

'c) A great deal of interest has been expressed in recent years in the
into action of rolativistic heavy ions with nuclei. In this conference, see the
discussions by Scott 1 5) and Gyulassy15-1). The hope expressed by some is that such
an'interaction would result in the production of regions of high density and
temperature which r.ight make possible the production of the new forms of matter
described earlier or of the super-heavy elements. This would require riiocfianisms
which would lieoxcite the system without substantially changing the density. From
the investigation of collisions of relativir.tic protons (and more generally
hadrons) with nuclei it is apparent that these hndrons deposit a fixed amount of
energy in the nucleus and th:.t uie space-time character cf the hudron-nucloon
interactions plays a fundamental role, further experiments with single hadron
projectiles regain to be done to completely characterize this point. Once under-
stood the question of interest is to what extent this is modified when the inci-
dent projectile is a relativistic heavy ion.

A major need is the development of useful descriptinns of tho nany particle
tyio experiments are essential -- but one also needs
tho most incisive information.
can expect the production of

final states, Corrilatien
to know which will provide

At these enemies one
nuclei: pior.s, kaons, A's
include the fori'v. tic-n of .'..
of double A hypernuclei).

>,ny hadron types within
and so on. Sere of the interesting consequences might
. type states, the dibaryon suites of the bag model (or
Here correlation type experiments would be essential.

4. New aspects of the wool, into actions in nuclei

Weak
radioactive nuclei,
quence of recent de.
tests of CVC, PC/'C,
provide ne,v tools

interactions were originally discovered in the decay of naturally
Present d.iy experi; ">t:. use tho nucleus in testing the conse-

elorments in the unified gauge theories. We recall nuclear
and second cl?ss currents. In addition, these studies also
th v;hi ch to s tudy nuc 1 ei.

(a) By choosing specific nuclei and specific transitions the spatial and
Symmetry structure of the recently discovered weak neutral currents predicted by
the gauge theories can be studied through the scattering of electrons by nuclei.

(b) The recent me a surer iont of the violation of parity conservation in the
Scattering of protons by pro tens '•'-•) will stimulate many experiments; first to
delineate the spatial and syr:-jtry structure of the weak nucleon-nucleon inter-
action; and secondly, once that interaction is understood, to use this interaction
which is weak and short-ranged to probe nuclear structure.

5. New symmetries

Nuclear systems form an intensely rich source of phenomena. This is an advan-
tage but there Ccin also be an "emharrassn --nt of riches". For example, one some-
times hears that if '..e only knew the residual potential the interacting shell model
provides the liigor.functions and by diagonalizing in a sufficiently large space the
nuclear structure preblen v/ould to solved. Unfortunately, this isn't true. Talmi
has provided an e>. :;(le. His point is that as the number of valence orbits and
Valence particles increase, the number of states which can be formed grows astro-
nomically. In a typical nucleus like 1^-'Sm52 the number of valence neutrons is 10
ond the appropriate single particle orbits are l h n ,

 ? f / 2 ,
 2fr,2,

 J-p 3 2,
 3 p w , i U 2 ;

the nunhcr of valence protons is 12 and the orbits are ] g 7 2 ,
 2 d w ,

 ?d3-2,
 3s i 7»

1hiyt,. The number of J = 0 states is 4.1 * 1 0 1 3 , J = 2 states is 3.5 * ID1'1,

0 e 4 is 5.3 x lo1'1. Obviously solving for all these states would be a ridiculous



p y o n ! . V!« therefore must face- the- important questions: which of tl.e:,f: 1Q1-'*
states i"iro ifllerostin«j? How a m they be selected and studied !~:ah theoretically
and experimental ly? Mature has been helpful in providing soi;.o answers -•- fixture
has selected out the low lying levels of nuclei, w h u h are relatively sparse.
These levels ore low because in some fashion they 'take advantage of symmetries of
the nuclear Hani 1 ton ion. The symmetries manifest themselves in that one can find
families of le-vc-ls which boar a relatively simple relation to eich other. The
rotational levels form a simple example. Their energies, electromagnetic proper-
ties and transition rates are simply related. When such families of levels can be
identified, a symmetry property of the nucleus h3S been uncovered. In the case of
the rotational system the group is known as U(5). Another case in point is the
isospin symmetry. Are there- ether symmetries? If there are they can be used to
understand nuclear properties and conversely they reflect upon the nature of the
nuclear HamilIonian.

During this conference we heard a discussion of groups and nuclear structure
by Moshinsky-0) and in particular the role of the interacting boson picture. The
use df such a picture is, as you all saw and heard, still very controversial. I
will not attempt to describe the nature of that controversy; but with the distin-
guished theorists on both sides involved, I expect that it will be resolved soon.
However, it is a fact that Lh- IBM-lftA uirylopr.ents have had a treat impact -•- and
it is no exaggeration to say that it has led to a renaissance in nuclear spectro-
scopy of low lying levels by providing a relatively simple theoretical framework.

There is one nspect upon which I would like to comment; n'mely, the method
used by Iachello, Arima and Talmi provides a method which permits a systeirvitic
search for symmetries. Their method is quite analogous to the nuthod used by the
high energy physicist which, for example, led to the discovery rf the SU(3) sym-
metry nremg the lighter hndrons of both the baryonic find resor.it types, eventually
to be explained by the underlying quark structure. To see how "his method is used
for nuclear structure let me briefly review the application of I';:".. The assump-
tion is made that the elementary excitations of a nucleus like I5l|Sm are taken to
be s(j - 0+) and d(j - 2+) bosons. Assuming that the Hamil tuniiri is invariant in
the space formed by the possible multi-boson states implies e g-roi:p structure; in
this case U(6). The properties of the group are reflected in t-e properties of
families of levels of this Haini ltcnian. Without going into the- controversial
question of hew well this model fits the data, one sees that if it does fit, a
symmetry of the nuclear Himiltonian would have been discovered. One can of course
immediately think of other possibilities such as the larger grro formed from the
O"1, 2 + , 4 + bosons or for other types of nuclei perhaps the 1", lr bosons might be
the most appropriate.

Of course, all these dynamical symmetries are approximate. And the relation-
ship to the actual nuclear Hamiltonian is the "mportant issue f:r the long run.
One must ask and show how an observed symmetry is related to properties of the
Hani!torn'an for that observation to be ultimately meaningful. In the case of the
IBM several theoretical developments which permit such comparirons demonstrate
the general techniques which need -to be used and thus the feasibility of such an
approach.

In conclusion, let mo point to the broad generality of the results and
problems which have been discussed tin's week. They are iniport-jit not just for
nuclear physics but in fact for all of physics and in some ens?- for chemistry.
One of the major contributions of nuclear physics has been the discovery of
methods which can be used to treat and discuss strong interactions. It is no
accident that many of these techniques are now being used by pjrticle physicists.
The behavior of resonances inside matter is of interest to sol'id state and atomic
physicists. The results of the study of reaction mechanisms are applicable
wherever reactions are used to study systems. The statistical mechanics (equili-
brium and non-equilibrium) of relatively small systems is of fundamental impor-
tance. The nature of weak interactions has been clarified in 3ho past by studying
their impact on nuclear dynamics. This continues to be a fertiile source of infor-
mation regarding those basic forces.

Each sub-field of physics contributes in its own special way to the resolu-
tion of these fundamental questions, increasing thereby the abiility of the physi-



Ciil sciences; to understend, predict and produce natural phenomena. This confernnc-
d.rnoM'-trat'jr. how nuclear physics contributes importantly to this effort, on effort
that ho.s constructed an intellectual edifice, that is one of tha greatest achieve-
ments of the human mind.
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Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The double di f ferent ia l cross-section for neutron
production in the 120sn(p,n) reaction at the indicated angles. U is
the excitation energy in the residual nucleus. The numerals label-
l ing each curve indicate the number of steps involved. The sol id

.points are the experimental points.


